
Romanti�
Do you crave to be swept off your feet like the protagonist in your favorite saucy and steamy
romance novel? Perhaps you are the kind of lover that fantasizes of passionate kisses and a
dream partner that will sweep you off of your feet and spoil you completely. Find yourself
sharing your true feelings with that perfect sexy stranger as you find yourself gushing more and
more about how much you love to be “Romantic.”

In my newest subliminal, crave the complete and total attention of your lover and learn all of the
most desirable places in which to absorb the perfect romantic behaviors. Find your mind
thinking of all of the romantic movies and books that you have consumed and discover yourself
emulating your favorite romantic characters in your daily life. Become obsessed with Valentine’s
Day and everything that has to do with romance and love and affection.

Embrace your desires. Fall in love with “Romantic.”

✧ Craving a romantic candle lit dinner with my sexy lover.
✧ Imagining myself happily getting dressed up for a romantic night out with my sexy lover.
✧ Fantasizing about how happy and aroused and excited I will feel once I am watching a

sunset on the beach.
✧ Imagining myself happily sitting on a lakeside with a romantic picnic spread out before

me.
✧ Reading steamy romantic novels and imagining myself as the sexy protagonist.
✧ Spending each and every Valentine’s Day with my sexy and desirable lover.
✧ Preferring to eat at restaurants with dim lighting.
✧ Fantasizing about my sexy and romantic lover surprising me with a grand gesture of

love.
✧ Preferring that my strong lover plan and surprise me with dinner plans on the dates that

we take together.
✧ Desiring quality alone time with my sexy and desirable lover.
✧ Feeling happy and relaxed and satisfied whenever I get to spend time with my sexy

lover.
✧ Desiring that my partner make grand romantic gestures and plan dates to show me that I

am the most important person in their life.
✧ Intuitively knowing that Valentine’s Day is the most important holiday of the year.
✧ Knowing that Valentine’s Day is my favorite holiday of the year.
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✧ Craving the feeling of getting dressed in fancy clothing in order to attend a nice date.
✧ Preferring to go to upscale restaurants for dates.
✧ Knowing that my anniversary with my partner is the most important holiday in my life.
✧ Buying little gifts for my partner whenever I am thinking about them in order to show

them how much I love and care for them.
✧ Remembering what my partner’s favorite flowers and candies are so that I can surprise

them with gifts throughout the year.
✧ Setting a bath with rose petals and bubbles for my lover to enjoy after a long day.
✧ Fantasizing about being kissed passionately in the rain.
✧ Fantasizing about being passionately kissed after I have satisfied my romantic partner

sexually.
✧ Imagining myself sipping on champagne and watching the sunset with my gorgeous

lover.
✧ Fantasizing about how happy I would be if I was surprised with an international vacation

getaway.
✧ Feeling sexy and seductive and loved whenever I model new clothing for my romantic

partner.
✧ Wearing all of the fragrances and clothing that I know that my sexual partner prefers on

me in order to prove how much I care about their opinions.
✧ Intuitively knowing that in order to be romanced completely I must also be completely

romantic.
✧ Listening to my partner in order to discover all of their little preferences.
✧ Surprising my lover with sensual candles, silk sheets, and rose petals scattered around

the bed.
✧ Making a nice dinner for my partner in order to show them how much that I love them.
✧ Preferring to hold my partner’s hand whenever we are walking next to each other.
✧ Feeling loved and desired and cherished whenever my partner surprises me with a nice

gift.
✧ Imagining my romantic partner and I taking sunset walks along the beach.
✧ Fantasizing about spending time with my lover in front of the fireplace and getting into

deep, romantic conversations.
✧ Feeling butterflies in my stomach whenever I think about my ideal lover.
✧ Imagining fireworks each and every time that I kiss my romantic partner.
✧ Reading as many steamy romance novels as I can get my hands on.
✧ Preferring to watch romance movies like the notebook.
✧ Fantasizing about being the person swept off my feet in each and every romance movie

that I watch.
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✧ Becoming aroused and turned on and horny whenever I read erotica.
✧ Fantasizing about meeting my soulmate in the most romantic way possible.
✧ Fantasizing about having a loving and devoted and caring partner.
✧ Preferring my lover to be as obsessed with me as I am with them.
✧ Preferring my lover to be dependant on me for romance and attention and love.
✧ Feeling confident and loved and accomplished whenever my sexy lover feels romantic.
✧ Craving the feeling of butterflies in my stomach whenever I see my sexy lover.
✧ Knowing that my lover will always come after me and make me feel better whenever I

am having a hard day.
✧ Fantasizing about riding a horse drawn carriage and sipping hot chocolate on a cold

winter day with my sexual partner.
✧ Imagining myself sharing desserts with my loving and romantic partner.
✧ Fantasizing about snuggling up under a warm blanket with my lover.
✧ Imagining wearing cute and adorable matching outfits with my partner.
✧ Wearing sexy underwear whenever I go out on a date in order to feel confident and

seductive and romantic.
✧ Surprising my romantic lover by wearing sexy underwear beneath my clothing.
✧ Desiring to be attractive and alluring and seductive to my partner.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a romantic person.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on and horny whenever my lover hold me.
✧ Fantasizing about my lover making the same surprise romantic plans that I see in all of

my favorite romance movies.
✧ Preferring to wake up cuddling my lover each and every morning.
✧ Craving the feeling of going on a whirlwind adventure with my lover just like in the

romance books that I love to read.
✧ Craving the feeling of being desired and wanted and loved.
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